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Why do we need these data?
• Customers demand tailored 

information here and now

Public Sector Transformation 
Business Case:
Advances in technology and societal 
norms are changing the way the 
community consumes information, 
driving a greater demand from the 
community for more personalised, 
customised and localised information 
– anywhere, anytime. 



How is the Bureau 
capturing this trend?
Research & Development Plan 2020-2030

Objective 1: Customised impact-based forecasts and warnings 
when and where it counts: more localised, timely and better 
information for cities and regional areas

• For cities and urban areas, there is growing demand for 
high-impact weather forecasts. Likewise, regional demand 
will grow for many environmental prediction systems at the 
sub-kilometre scale in complex terrain. 

Objective 2: Reliable and trusted forecasts: enhanced 
assimilation of observations for more accurate predictions

• The Bureau will make use of new sources of data, 
especially for convective-scale models, such as Light 
Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), crowd-sourcing sites and 
mobile phone technology. In addition to the regular 
observing network, cost-effective adaptive observations 
will be obtained for high-impact weather events



How is the Bureau capturing this trend?
The community consumes information in rapidly evolving 
ways, increasingly seeking personal, customised, local 
information that can be flexibly combined to support 
decision-making.
Drivers

• Customer demand
• Bureau transformation
• Innovation
• Technology

Initiatives

#2 Understanding conditions here and now.
• Analysis products enable a revolution in understanding current 

conditions across Australia.

#8. Unlocking Bureau data to enable innovation.
• Enabling creation of innovative solutions for customers through full 

access to Bureau data.

#9. Access to all the data of the Australian observations ecosystem.
• Customers, partners and suppliers are readily able to access and 

exchange observations data.



Urban areas are particularly vulnerable
Increasingly dense, complex and 
interdependent urban fabrics are 
rendering cities vulnerable. A single 
extreme event can lead to a widespread 
breakdown of a city's infrastructure, 
often through cascading downstream or 
“domino” effects. Natural hazards in a 
high-density urban environment can have 
a significant downstream cascading 
impact on existing infrastructure and 
services, requiring short-term mitigation 
and longer-term planning and policy 
responses

Source: Guidance on Integrated Urban 
Hydrometeorological, Climate and 
Environmental Services WMO-No. 1234, 2019



Observations to 
support integrated 
services

• Urban areas have been poorly served with 
respect to observations because the urban 
environment creates challenges for siting

• Representativity of observations
• Is an urban wind measurement – and its 

sampling, processing and location –
intended to represent the mean canopy 
flow or to also include the effect of a 
building?) 

• Purpose of the observation (for example, 
for assimilation, initialization or 
verification).



Opportunities for urban 
observations

Dedicated infrastructure
• Ceilometers
• Doppler lidars
• Microwave radiometers
• Radars (X-band phased arrays 

radars)
• Wind profilers
• Doppler sodars

Novel sources
• Vehicles sensors
• Uncrewed aerial vehicles (drones)
• Social media
• Crowdsourced data
• closed circuit television
• engineering strain gauges
• smart city data 
• solar photovoltaic readings



Opportunities that exist:
Trusted Private Automatic 
Weather Stations (TPAWS)

• Managers & Operators of 
Observations Networks (MOON)
• 8 MOONS, 1200 sites

• Davis, ~2000 sites online

• Wunderground, ~5000 sites
• Estimates of ~8000 sites nationally

• Weather Observations Website
• ~600



Challenges to 
overcome

• Data standards
• "when is an observation not an 

observation?"
• Data access

• Formats and definitions
• Access agreements

• Data rights
• What can it be used for?

• Data processing & storage
• Conversion to a known standard

• Data utilisation
• Adding value



Extracting value 
from MOONs

• Data privacy
• Individual data ownership

• Bureau data interface
• Designed for internal networks

• Encouraging data standards & code of practice
• Propriety systems
• Bespoke systems
• Temporal resolution

• Quality assurance and control
• Extremes & outliers
• Absolute values
• Relative values – Delta
• Relational value



Observations Data 
for Urban 
applications

• Enterprise effort to commence, maintain and 
close partnerships at scale to deliver the impact 
and value

• Data sourcing - proactively identify, understand 
and assess priority datasets 

• Dedicated resources and facilities to enable data 
ingesting, processing, analysis, analytics, ML/AI.

• Build broad partnerships to address gaps, 
enhancing data sharing and remove inefficiencies. 
• Encourage uplift of a variety of observing 

practices (e.g. siting, standards, quality, 
metadata, formats) 

• Advocate for investment in fit-for-purpose urban 
observations



Thank you for listening!
Questions…


